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Impacts redistributifs de différentes politiques agricoles :a nalysep our l’Italie àpartir d’une matrice
de comptabilité sociale
Résumé –En utilisant une matriced ecomptabilité sociale adaptée àl’économie italienne et au secteur
agricole en particulier, une analysed es effets multiplicateurs et des impacts redistributifs de différentes
politiques sectorielles aétém enée.
Les principaux résultats sont les suivants :(i) le découplage complet du soutien aux revenus agricoles se
révèle êtrel ’option laplus équitable,c ar elle offrel apossibilitéd ed éterminer les secteurs institutionnels
cibles des effets recherchés ; (ii) les formes de soutien partiellement découplé, telles celles qui sont mises
en placed ans le cadred el aP olitiqueagricole commune avant la révision àmi-parcours, sont plus
efficaces quel es autres en raison de leur action par l’intermédiaired es effets multiplicateurs ; (iii) les
politiques de soutien par les prix se révèlent avoir des effets redistributifs pervers au détriment des
ménages àb as revenu des secteurs agricole et non agricole.
Mots-clés : matriced ecomptabilité sociale, répartition du revenu,P olitiqueagricole commune
Distributivei mpacts of alternativeagriculturalp olicies:AS AM-based analysis for Italy
Summary –This paper assesses the distributivei mpacts of alternativeagriculturalp olicies in aS AM (social
accounting matrix)f ramework. AS AM of the Italiane conomy has been properly modified in order tof ocus on
agriculture. Ind oing so,anew method for disaggregating the institutional sectors and the production factors in a
SAM frameworkh as been proposed. Two types of analysis havebeen carried out:(i) amultiplier analysis,a nd
(ii) anassessment of the distributivei mpacts of different sector policies.
The main results canbe summarised as follows:(i) ‘fully’d ecoupled agriculturalh ousehold income supporting
schemes (transfers toagriculturalh ouseholds)are the most equitable interventions and determine aperfect target
of t he distributivee ffect  on t he r elevant  institutional s ectors;  (ii) ‘partially’d ecoupled income s upporting
interventions, suchas the ones implemented under the CAP before the Mid TermReview,a rem oree ffective than
others (i.e., through multiplier effects)i ni ndirectly generating positivei mpacts on the income of agricultural
households; (iii) agriculturalp rice support interventions show less desirable effects in terms of their distributive
impacts: they arel ess effectiveas agriculturali ncome-increasing policies and their distributivei mpacts arebiased
against poorer households bothi nagriculturaland non-agricultural sectors.
Key-words:  socialaccounting matrix (SAM),income distribution,C ommon AgriculturalPolicy





NEW FRAMEWORK of the Common AgriculturalPolicy (CAP)h as comei ntof orce
at  the beginningo f 2 005:T he so-called Mid TermReview  represents a
fundamental s tep from t he ‘traditional’ CAP t hat  was  mainly  grounded on price
support,towards amored ecoupled system of direct payments tof armers.Since the
1992McSharry reform, the rationale for aprogressived ecouplingo fagriculturalp olicy
has been widelydiscussed and substantially accepted for several reasons.First of all, the
shifting towards a system of decoupledd irect payments tof armers was meant as a tool
tok eep s upport  and stabilisef armers’i ncome,whilep roviding incentivesfor
agriculturalcompetitiveness (OECD, 2002). In recent years further arguments have
been proposed in favour of mored ecoupledp olicies from the point of view of their
effectiveness in termsof income transfers.Income support has gained prominence
among agriculturalp olicy objectives, the relativee fficiencyof alternative schemes of
income transfers from taxpayers tof armers havebecame a relevant criterion for policy
assessment 1 .Mored ecoupledm easures could increase the income transfer efficiencyof
agriculturalp olicy, w hile improving t he t argeting of s upport  to t he r elevant
institutional sector( i.e.agriculturalhouseholds).Finally,a thirdargument for adopting
a system of direct payments derived from the internationalcommitment of the EU in
the current round of negotiations under the WTO.In the last decade, the agricultural
support under the CAP has been reshaped in order tobeclassified as muchas possible
within the ‘greenbox’o f the AgricultureAgreement of the Uruguay Round.
However, the acceptability of farm support has been increasingly challenged. On
one hand, the failureo fWTOnegotiationi nCancun showed that for many developing
countries the absolutel evel of support must be reduced, rather thano perating amere
‘box switching’ towards less distorting measures (Josling,2003). On the other hand,
the EU enlargement showed that therei s aneed for better targeted policies in order to
promote the convergencebetween very different agricultures.Moreover,in ac ontext of
tighteningEU budget, the burdeno f supporting agriculturali ncomes requires better
justification on the ground of equity criteria.
Despitei ts generalf ocus towards decoupledp ayments, the Mid TermReview
allows agreater flexibility in the applicationo fCAP measures at anationall evel,
bothi n termsof the level of decoupling( partial vs totally decoupled schemes)and of
the allocation t od ifferent  groups  of farmers  (flat  rate vs historicale ntitlement
schemes). It is likely that different options imply different effects from adistributive
point of view.Therefore,aframework toassess the distributivei mpacts of alternative
agriculturalp olicies would seem tobe very welcome.
Thisarticle presents  the main r esults of ane xerciseaimedat  assessing t he
distributivei mpacts  of agriculturalp olicies  characterised by  adifferent  degree of
decouplingi naS ocialAccountingMatrix (SAM)f ramework. The Italianagricultural
system is used as ac asestudy,modifyingaS AM of the Italiane conomy toanalyze
the distributivef lows within the economy, withe mphasison agriculture.
1 For example,O ECD (2003)e stimates show that even in the caseo f subsidies tof actor use,
as it was the casef or areapayments under Agenda 2000, the efficiency of income transfer to
farmers was less than5 0%o fi ntervention costs.
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The number of studies that analyse the linkages between agricultureand the rest
of the economy using aS AM frameworkh as noticeably increased over the recent
years.AS AM canbe u sed as  ab asis  for  ane conomy-wide model w ith s everal
appealing features.It represents a very generalaccounting model, which subsumes all
possible ‘real-life’ nationalaccounting systems 2 .Moreover, the SAM frameworki s
characterised by  great  flexibility  in depicting t he flows  within t he economy 3 .
Therefore,b uilding aS AM is often the first step towards the economica nalysis of
both sector and economy-wide issues as well as of the interactions between a sector
and the whole economy,b ecause the resulting model is theoretically consistent as
well as ‘fine-tuned’ with respect to the needs of empiricalanalysis.As ac onsequence
in the last decade the analysis of agriculture using aS AM frameworkh as received a
growing attention,b othi nl ess and mored eveloped countries (Pyatt and Round,
1985). This paper, though in the same methodological vein (Stone,1985; Roberts
and Russell,1996),proposes anew way for disaggregating the institutional sectors
and the production factor accounts aiming at analysing income distribution within
the economy, with speciale mphasis on the agricultural sector.
The paper is structured as follows.The next section presents ab rief overview of a
novel SAM analysis  as  applied t oagriculturei nd eveloped economies.Then, w e
introduce the features of the model used in this analysis.The model will then be
used t ocarry  out  amultiplier  analysis  as  well as  some policy  simulations  with
emphasis  on t he distributivee ffects  of alternative s ector  policies.Finally, w e
summarize the main findings and discuss further developments.
Socialaccountingm atrices for the analysis of distributivei ssues 
in developed agricultures
The analysis of the agricultural sector of less developed country (LDC)e conomies
through SAMs is quite widespread, whereagriculture represents a substantialp art of
the whole economy (see,for example,P yatt and Round,1985). Less common is the use
of SAM as applied toagriculturei nm ored eveloped economies.However,in the last
decade,following the seminal worko fAdelmanand Robinson (1986), several studies
focussing on agricultureo fd eveloped countries havebeen published: this review will
focus on these recent contributions, withaparticular emphasis on distributivei ssues.
Several studies use the SAM toanalyse the structurali nterdependencies between
the agricultural sector and the rest of the economy and/or the estimates of sector policy
2 In the last revision of the System of NationalAccounts (United Nations et al .,1993), the
structureo f t he s ystem of accounts  is  presented as  amatrix  aiming at  checking t he overall
consistency of the system of the fundamentalaccounting relations, so that they can represent a
usefulbasis  for  internationalcomparisons  between countries  as  well as  for  improvements of
accounting systems for specificpurposes.
3 Indeed, u sing appropriateclassification systems,it  is  possible t oanalyse v irtually  all
economicissues involving transactions among sectors and institutions with the desired level of
accuracy.89
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impacts.In these studies,particular effort is usually devoted to the building of the
database through the extension of input-output tables whichaccounts for distributive
flows  in t he economy.This  operation is  carried out  withd ifferent  degrees  of
completeness and detail,given the availability of relevant information. Many studies
apply indirect techniques for the estimateo f regional tables from nationalo nes (Bernat
and Johnson,1991; Leathermanand Marcoullier,1996; Waters et al .,1999; Holland,
1999), while in others,a s thosecarried out by Roberts (1998, 2000),c ompletebi-
regionalm odels whicharebuilt and used toanalyse the rural-urban spillover effects in
particular regions.SAM based models are used toi nvestigate the linkages between
agricultureand the rest of the economic system (Roberts,1995), the impact of change
in the overall economy on aparticular subset of firms (Cardeneteand Sancho, 2004),
and the economicb aseo f ruralareas (Roberts, 2003).
Socialaccounting matrices arealso used toassess the potentiald istributivee ffects
of sectoralp olicies.InRoberts and Russell (1996)aS AM of the Englishe conomy
was built, witha speciale mphasis on disaggregating the production account of the
agricultural s ector.The matrices  of household income distribution w erealso
disaggregated intof ivei ncome classes.Hypothesising different exogenous shocks on
the economy, the study showed how the SAM frameworkcould havebeen used to
simulate t he impact  of agriculturalp olicies.The potentiald istributivee ffects  of
sectoralp olicies werealsoanalysed in two studies concerning the forestry sector.A
SAM of McCurtain county,in Oklahoma, was used toanalyse the impact of intensive
timber production (Marcoullier et al .,1995). The model was built witha specific
classification of institutional sectors, i.e. households wered ivided by income level and
afour-item classification for the firms of the timber production chain was adopted.
Another SAM model was employed toanalyse the distributivee ffects of alternative
policies for timber management in Alberta(Alavapati et al .,1999). Finally,N okkala
and Kola(1999) analysed the impacts of structuraland agriculturalp olicies in rural
areas  with r eference t o t woFinnishp rovinces  withd ifferent  economic s tructures,
using specificS AM-based models.The authors considered three different scenarios in
the evolution of CAP: extension t o t he next  period of t he current  support  level,
Agenda 2 000  reform,a nd t he s hift  toanon-cohesion s tructuralp olicy.The
comparison of outcomes  for  the t wo r egions  highlighted t he potentialconflict
between policy making at alocall evel and the European-wide CAP framework.
Common features  of all t hese s tudies  are t hat  the estimation databases  were
pursued through non-survey methods tobreakd ownm oreaggregated models and
that all studies focused on the agriculturalp roduction sector following either one of
the following disaggregation s trategies:a ) t hey  introduceamored etailed
classification of agriculturalbusiness in the inter-industry part of the SAM; b) they
build upbi-regional urban-ruralm odels.
Moreover,no specificdisaggregation is provided for the household sector, which
is usually partitioned by income classes.Inp articular,households aren ot classified
by the sector of activity they represent but the main sourceo fi ncome. This severely
constrains  the analysis  of t he distributivei mpacts  of s ectoralp olicies.Inf act,if
agriculturalh ouseholds  and t heir  distribution by  income levels  aren ot  explicitly
represented in the model, the effects of alternativem easures on their income cano nlyB.ROCCHI, D.ROMANO, G.STEFANI
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bei nferred by  relying on s econdary  information. This  could bed ifficult  if t he
distribution of farming households by income level is different from the distribution
of households in the overall economy.
Inp rinciple, u rban-ruralm odels  cano vercome t his  problem in s om uch s o
agriculturalh ouseholds canbem apped into the ‘rural’ region. Unfortunately, this is
not the casef or Italy whered evelopment patterns areo ften characterised by a spatial
mix of agriculturaland non-agriculturalactivities in ruralareas 4 (Saraceno,1992).
As this study deals with the distributivei mpacts of different agriculturalp olicy
packages,a nalternatived isaggregation strategy has been pursued focussing on the
breakdowno f the household sector intoagriculturaland non-agriculturalh ouseholds
rather  thano n t he disaggregation of t he agriculturali ndustry.This  means  that,
while t he assessment  of t he distributivee ffects  of agriculturalp olicies  on t arget
households will bef ully accounted for,amoref ine-tuned modelling of sectoralp olicy
interventions  ( i.e. cereals,milk,etc.) is  prevented. As  ac onsequence,only  three
policy  packages  –characterised by  progressively  increasing decoupling –are
considered:aprice support intervention,a n‘ Agenda 2000’-type reform,a nd adirect
income support scheme.
The model
AS AM is  basically  a r epresentation of t he circular  flow  within ane xchange
economy  in amatrix  form. While ani nput-output  matrix  captures  only
interdependencies  between s ectors  in adisaggregated production account,aS AM
accounts for the interrelationships among production activities,production factors,
income,c onsumption and capitalf ormation.
Each r ow  of t he SAM s hows  the r eceipts  for  a s pecific s ector  while t he
corresponding column lists  the s ector  expenditure. Wecanf ind s everal t ypes  of
accounts in the rows of the matrix:a )p roduction activities,b )f actors of production,
c)i nstitutions’current accounts, suchas households (possibly further disaggregated
by type),firms,government,d) ac apitalf ormation account,a nd e) the rest of the
world account.A similar structureh olds for the columns of the matrix.
Being adouble entry accountancy system, the sums of corresponding rows and
columns totals must balance. The economicmeaning of this balancing condition is
that:a )costs must bee qual to revenues in eachp roduction sector; b)e xpenditure
must bee qual toi ncome for eachi nstitutionalactor; c) total saving must bee qual to
totali nvestments plus financialcapitalaccumulation.
4 The process  of economicdevelopment  in Italy  has  been –as  compared t oo ther
industrialised countries –h ighly specifica nd more spatially differentiated. As ac onsequence,
ruralareas do not only play the classicalf unction of foodstuff production,b ut they havee volved
as mixed economies (diffused industrialisation). Therefore, the rural/urband ichotomy does not
seem tobeconsistent with the agricultural/nonagriculturald ichotomy as the Italiancountryside
is characterised by increasingly diversifying economica ctivities.91
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The model used in this worki s based on aS AM of the Italiane conomy properly
modified tobetter represent distributivef lows generated by agriculturalp roduction
activities.Details on the natureo f the data set and on the data sources are reported
in the Appendix.In this section, we will discuss only (i) the criteriaa dopted tom ake
the model suitable for the analysis of distributivei ssues,a nd (ii) how toclose the
model for analyticalp urposes.
One fundamentalo bjectiveo f the study was tod isaggregate the income account of
agricultural households, i.e. households whosem ain sourceo fi ncome is farming. For
this purpose,amajor issueis that theexact definitionof the relevant institutional sector
is needed. Standardaccounting rules suggest that ahousehold must beclassified as
agriculturalaccording t o t he prevalenceo f t he agricultural s hareo fi ts  income
(Eurostat,1996). But this would rule out alarge number of part-time and pluri-active
agriculturalh ouseholds that significantly contribute to the sector in the frameworko f
multifunctionalagriculture. These two views are taken following the twod ifferent
definitions of agriculturalh ouseholds in the economica ccounting literature( Hill,
1998),namely:a )a‘narrow’d efinition based on the main sourceo fi ncome 5 ,a nd b)an
‘extended’ definition that considers “agricultural” households tobeall households
where,a t least, some income is derived from agriculture self-employment 6 .
In this study,a ccording to the Eurostat (1996)approach, the narrow definition is
used 7 .However,a s the originald ataset already provided adistinct account for self-
employed agriculturall abour earnings, the finalSAM model used in this study can
explicitly keep records of income flows from agriculture( as aproduction sector) both
toagriculturaland non agriculturalh ouseholds.This is particularly suitable to the
Italiancontext whereanon-trivial shareo fagriculturalactivities is characterized by
pluri-activity and/or part-time farming.
Table 1 r eports  the agricultural v alueadded and its  distribution t of actor
earnings  according t o t he finalSAM u sed in t he analysis.Agriculturalg ross
production amounts  to4 4.8 billion e including net  subsidies  of 545 million e .
Subtracting intermediateconsumption (15.7 billione ) yields a value-added amount
of 29.2 billion e  that is distributed tod ifferent factors of production. Interestingly
5 According to this definition “ the agriculturalh ousehold sector contains only thoseh ouseholds for
whichf arming is the main sourceo fi ncome. Other households with some income from agriculture,b ut where
agriculturei s not the main income source, will not bei ncluded in the agriculturalh ousehold sector ”( Hill,
1998,p. 372).
6 The TotalIncome of AgriculturalHousehold Survey  of t he ItalianStatisticalInstitute
(ISTAT, 1998) adopted this extended definition.
7 As in the TotalIncome of AgriculturalHouseholds Survey, the prevalencecriterion has
been applied to the income of the ‘referencep erson’ whichf or practical reasons is defined as
“… the heado f the family or the larger contributor to the family budget ”( Eurostat,1996,p. 12). The
referencep erson criterion yields ac ompleteand consistent classification but results in occupation
groups of households only partially overlapping with those resulting from the ‘totalh ousehold
income criterion’:in particular ahousehold canbeconsidered as agriculturale ven if the main
sourceo f totali ncome is not from self-employed agriculturalactivity.For a thorough discussion
of the classification of agriculturalh ouseholds, see Eurostat (1996).B.ROCCHI, D.ROMANO, G.STEFANI
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self-employment, whichaccounts for 39% of all agriculturali ncomes,a ccrues for one
fourth( 2.7 billion e )o fp roduction activities  carried out  as  a s econdary  income
source. This peculiar featureo fItalianagriculturei s also reflected by the distribution
of agriculturali ncome between different groups of households.Table 2 shows that
about 30%o f the income of self-employed farmers accrue toh ouseholds in which
farming is only a secondary sourceo fi ncome. Moreover,a griculturali ncome flows
arem arkedly  concentrated t owards  the r icher  third( more t han5 0%o f t otal
considering bothagriculturaland non-agriculturalh ouseholds).
Ab reakdowno fi ncomes of agriculturalh ouseholds is showni n table 3.Not
surprisingly,a gricultural s elf-employment  income accounts  for  the greatest  share
(52.9%) in the budget.Other relevant sources of income aree mployees’i ncomes
(12.3%) and other types of income (33.5%) that include transfers from Government
and firms.
Table 1. Valueadded formation and distribution for agriculture,I taly,1998 (millions e )
Output 44 832
Net subsidies on product 545
Intermediateconsumption 15 660
Valueadded (at market prices)291 71
employed labour income 7 140
self-employed labour income (main activity) 85 23
self-employed labour income (secondary activity) 2 720
Rents 10 788
Source :C aramaschi, 2004





Agricultural,income class I848 7.5
Agricultural,income class II 2.707 24.1
Agricultural,income class III 4.3573 8.7
Others,income class I59 0.5
Others,income class II 1.222 10.9
Others,income class III 2.05218.2
Total1 1.245 100.0
Source: own results93
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The modified SAM provides the basis for amodel that canbe used in policy
simulation exercises.As the main objectiveo f this work was the evaluation of the
distributivee ffects of agriculturalp olicies,a nd given the single-country natureo f the
dataset, the model has been closed considering the accounts for government,c apital
and r est  of t he w orld as  exogenous.This  leads  toa(40 × 40)m atrix  of direct
coefficients B ( i.e., 28activities,4f actors,a nd 8i nstitutions)m ade upby five sub-
matrices as follows:
where A (28 × 28) is the matrix of input-output coefficients, V (4 × 28) is the matrix of
valueadded coefficients  per  eachf actor, D (8 × 4) is  the matrix  of distribution
coefficients  of factor  earnings  toi nstitutions, C (28 × 8) is  the matrix  of average
consumption propensities 8 of institutions and S (8 × 8) is the matrix of transactions
between institutions, while the remaining are zeroblocks.
Given the matrix B , the model canbe represented in ac ompact formas a set of
equations representing the balanceo f the accounts for the endogenous components
(production activities,factors of production,households and firms):
y=By + x,(1)
where x is  the v ector  of nominali ncome for  endogenous  accounts  (output  of
production activities,factor earnings and available income for institutions),a nd y is
the v ector  of exogenous  flows  (foreign exchange, s avings  and capitalf ormation,
transactions between institutions and the government). The solution of the system
8 As average expenditurep ropensities do not change withm arginalchanges in exogenous
accounts, their usei mplies the assumption that average and marginale xpenditurearee qual. This
shortcoming has been addressed by Pyatt and Round (1979) by substituting marginalf or average
propensities.Ino ur case,lacko fd atahas prevented the implementationo f this procedure.
Table 3. Agriculturalh ouseholds incomecomposition,I taly,1998 (millions e )
Agricultural self-employed labour 7 912
Non agricultural self-employed labour 187
Employed labour 18 38
Other5 007
Total1 49 45







(1) maps the vector x of exogenous component of the system to the vector y of totals
through the matrix M =( I – B ) –1 of SAM multipliers:
y =( I–B) –1 x.( 2)
Likewise to the standardi nput-output model, the column totals of the matrix M
represent the totali mpact on different endogenous components of the model given a
unity exogenous inflow towards the relevant sector.Given the closurei mposed on
the model,in t he caseo fp roduction activities  the SAM, t he t otalm ultiplier  is
equivalent to the Keneysianm ultiplier of output.
Multiplieranalysis
A simple methodology for the decomposition of the SAM multipliers canbe used
tog et some insights into the distributive structureo f the Italianagricultural system,
as it emerges from the model. Following Stone (1985), the multiplier matrix M can
bed ecomposed intof our additive terms according to the following relation:
M = I + M 1 + M 2 + M 3 , (3)
where I is the identity matrix.Relation (3) represents adecomposition of totale ffects
of ane xogenous shocko nagiven account intof our components:
a)d irect effects on agiven account (represented by the identity matrix I ),
b)i ndirect effect due tol inkages within the same groupo faccounts 9 (‘intra-
group’ effect),
c)i nduced effects to the groupo faccounts originally affected by the shockas a
consequenceo fi ts impacts on account groups other than the initial-ones 10 (‘inter-
group’ effect),a nd
d) impact of the initial shocko n the groups of accounts other than the initial-one
(‘extra-group’ effect).
Table 4 shows the decomposition of the totalm ultiplier of the agricultural sector
( i.e., the sumo f the agriculturalcolumn of M ). One euroo fe xogenous demand for the
agricultural s ector  generates  ani ncreaseo f t otalo utput  due t o t he inter-industry
multiplier effect of 0.548 e (0.123 e in the agricultural sector itself and 0.425 e in
non-agricultural sectors). The production increaseg enerates new income inducing
moreconsumption whichi n turn stimulates new output and soo n, resulting in a total
inter-groupe ffect equal to1 .070 e .Finally the extra-groupe ffect amounts to 2.848e .
Finali mpacts on factor earnings and on household incomes (extra-groupe ffects)
provide a‘first-glance’ assessment  of distributiveconsequences  of ani ncreasei n
demand for  agriculturalp roducts.Agricultural s elf-employed income r eceives  an
inflow roughly equal to 27%o f the initial shock. Morei nteresting is the analysis of
9 The sumo fd irect and intra-groupe ffects for productive sectors is equal to the Leontievian
multiplier in standardi nput-output analysis.
10 The sumo fd irect,intra-groupand inter-groupe ffects for productive sectors is equal to the
Leontievian-Keynesianm ultiplier in the standardi nput-output model.95
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the impacts  on t he households’accounts: t he income increasei s  higher  in non-
agriculturalh ouseholds thani nagriculturalo nes.Moreover it is consistently higher
the richer the household is.
The model canbealso used toanalyse the distributivee ffects of the impacts
generated on household incomes by different exogenous shocks.This canbed one by
comparing t he coefficients  of s ub-matrices  in M corresponding t oi nstitutions
accounts.Let us compare the magnitude of household income multipliers generated
by  exogenous  shocks  from production s ectors,factor  earnings  and household
incomes.Recalling that the model closure was made keeping the Government as an
exogenous  sector, t he t hree t ypes  of injection canbe r egarded as  proxies  of
increasingly decoupled agricultural supporting measures.As suggested by Roberts
and Russell (1996),a )p rice support schemes exogenously increase the nominal value
of output,a s ac onsequencecanbe simulated as a shocko nf inald emand of the
relevant sector; b)i ncome supporting schemes linked to the level of factor usecanbe
simulated by increases of factor earnings,a nd c)f ully decoupled household income
supporting schemes ( i.e., transfers toagriculturalh ouseholds)canbe simulated in a
SAM frameworkas apositive shocko n the accounts referring toh ousehold groups.
Agenda 2000 ‘partially’d ecoupled measures (before the Mid TermReview),b eing
linked t o t he u seo f s pecificfactors  (cultivated land area, livestockp opulation),
exogenously  support  the net  operating s urplus  of s elf-employed farming t hat
includes earnings from fixed factors suchas land or livestock.




Agricultureand fisheries1.000 0.123 0.037 0.000
Other product sectors 0.000 0.4251 .033 0.000
Factors
Employed labour 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.391
Agricultural self-employed labour 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.266
Other self-employed labour 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.145
Capital0.000 0.000 0.000 0.445
Households
Agricultural,income class I0.000 0.000 0.000 0.021
Agricultural,income class II 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.065
Agricultural,income class III 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.108
Others,income class I0.000 0.000 0.000 0.132
Others,income class II 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.251
Others,income class III 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.487
Non-corporatef irms0 .000 0.000 0.000 0.417
Corporatef irms0 .000 0.000 0.000 0.119
Source: own results B.ROCCHI, D.ROMANO, G.STEFANI
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Table 5 reports the results of suchane xercise. The splitting between agricultural
and non-agriculturalh ouseholds is crucial to single out the impacts of household
income supporting schemes implemented as part of sectoral policies.The figures of
table 5 show that the transmission mechanisms of income support schemes areq uite
diversified. First of all,a s expected (OECD, 2003),price support schemes show a
lower income transfer efficiency:indeed for sucha support measure the impact on
agriculturali ncomes accounts only for 18% of total, while the other policies show
percentages between 45% and 68%. The higher impact on agriculturalh ouseholds is
given by adirect exogenous injection into the account itself, i.e.,afully decoupled
income support scheme. However,if wef ocus on the indirect impact generated by
the circular redistribution process, wecann otice that partially decoupled measures
( i.e.,A genda 2 000  type) t ransfer  moreadditionali ncome t oh ouseholds, w itha
higher shareaccruing toagriculturalh ouseholds.Finally,it is worthn oticing the
decreasing impacts,b eyond t he initiali ncome effect,of direct  income t ransfers:
directly  supporting t he income of poorer  households  determines  ani ncremental
impact  of 1.114 vis-à-vis  0 .477  impact  on r icher  households.This  effect  canbe
related t o t he greater  shareo fi ncome s aved by  richer  households  increasing t he
leakages of the system. Inbothcases,however, non-agriculturalh ouseholds capture
most of the additionali mpacts generated by multiplier effects.
Distributivee ffects of single support measures
While multiplier estimates provide anassessment of the totale ffect induced by
ane xternal s hocko na s pecificeconomica ccount,a nd multiplier  decomposition
helps  toe xplain how  the t otale ffect  accumulates  through t he economic s ystem,










Class IC lass II Class III
Agricultural,income class I0.0210.077 1.0040.002 0.001
Agricultural,income class II 0.0650.244 0.0091 .0040.003
Agricultural,income class III 0.1080.395 0.018 0.0081 .006
Others,income class I0.132 0.0960 .1740.0900 .075
Others,income class II 0.251 0.2680.3040.1570 .131
Others,income class III 0.4870 .500 0.607 0.311 0.261
Total1 .0641 .581 2.114 1.572 1.477
Source: own results97
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neither provides ananalysis of the changes induced in the distributional structureo f
the economy.It is interesting toanalyseh ow the multiplier effects ared istributed
across households by type (agricultural vs non-agricultural) and by income tertile so
that the equity implications of alternativep olicies canbeassessed.
Alternative t echniques  havebeen proposed t oanalyse t he distributive
consequences of policy changes in the SAM model suchas the ‘RelativeDistributive
Measure’ by  Cohen (1996)and t he ‘Redistribution Matrix’d escribed in Roland-
Holst and Sancho (1992). The latter technique,b ased on absolute valuecalculation
of redistributivee ffects,has been preferred,a s it is more suitable for the aims of this
analysis.
Toi llustrate this approach,let us consider again the standardl inear model of
endogenous income determination:
y =( I–B) –1 x=Mx .( 4)
As the analysis focuses on distributivee ffects anormalized measureo fi ncome
shares () is required:
,(5)
where y is  the v ector  of incomes  for  the groupo fi nstitutions  considered in t he
analysis and is the unit vector.Following Roland-Holst and Sancho (1982), the
change in induced by ane xogenous injection d x is given by:
(6)
where M inst ( n × m )i s the submatrix of M corresponding toi ncome multipliers of the
n institutions considered for m different exogenous shocks 11 (on sectors,factors and
institutions) 12 . R(x) canbei nterpreted as a redistribution matrix  that shows the
impact of ac hange in x on the account income shares  .The expression for ageneric
element of R is:
,(7)
whered enotes  the elements  of t he j -thcolumn of M inst.After  some
rearrangement,it canbe written in the form:
,(8)
11 That is,exogenous injection on agiven account.
12 Obviously  the s ame analysis  canbeapplied alsoo n s ectors  and factor  of production
accounts; for the former,figures in R express relative variations in output shares.
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which singles out the twoe lements in brackets that affect the sign of R ij.If the share
of the i -thaccount in the totalm ultiplier effect () for the groupo f
institutions  is  greater  thani ts  initiali ncome s hare( ), t hen apositivel ink is
established with the j -thi nstitution (or sector,or factor of production) to the i -th
institution. Ino ther words, the relativep osition of the i -thi nstitution,measured by
its  income s hare,is  improved w hen ane xogenous  inflow  affects  the account
represented in the j -thcolumn 13 . Thus, the elements of R capture the institutional
asymmetries determined by how the economic structure transmits income effects.
Severale mpiricali mplementations of transformations of the distribution matrix
R havebeen suggested by Roland-Holst and Sancho (1982). First of all,amatrix of
non-normalised effects R *c anbecalculated to yield the valueo f the redistribution
induced by  anadditional u nit  of exogenous  inflow  while t otali ncome is  held
constant at its initiall evel:
(9)
where R *is a sign-preserving transformation of R and the elements of eachcolumn
sum to zero,a s in the caseo f the originalm atrix, sinceo nly redistributivee ffects are
accounted for.The sumo f the positivee lements of eachcolumn shows the overall
extent  of income r edistribution, w hile t he s ign of eache lement  indicates  the
direction of the change.
It is interesting tocomparealternativei ncome support options for agricultural
households.Table 6 has the same structureas table 5,b ut in this case the figures
represent the elements of the R* matrix insteado fm ultipliers, so that the relative
magnitude of income distribution effects canbe readily assessed. It is self-evident
that  the mored ecoupled t he adopted policy  the greater  its  impact  on income
distribution: w hile in t he caseo fanagriculturalp rice s upport  policy  the t otal
income r e-distribution effect  is  only  0.179 e for  every  one europ ricei ncrease.
Income-oriented decoupled policies generatem uchh igher distributivei mpacts (as
muchas four times higher in the caseo fapartially decoupled policy and more than
five times in the caseo fafully decoupled one).
Moreover, t he disaggregation adopted in our  model s hows  the r elative
distributive‘ sectoralconsistency’o fe achp olicy.To t his  purpose,distributive
impacts  are s hownas  percentages  in t able 714.In t he caseo fd irect  transfers  to
13 Cohen (1996)assessed the redistributivei mpacts in a similar way, through the so-called
RelativeDistributiveMeasure, i.e. the ratio : when RDMij >1 ,
exogenous shocks on the j-thi nstitution affects income shareo f the i-thi nstitution in apositive
way.
14 Figures in table 7 aree lements of the matrix of redistribution shares that areo btained by
dividing eache lement of R * by the sumo fabsolute values of the relevant column. The generic
element of this matrix is given by: .
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agriculturalh ouseholds, t he natureo f t he proposed policy  determines  aperfect
targeting of the distributivee ffect on the relevant institutional sectors.The other
twop olicies arecharacterised by similar profiles for the incomes of “agricultural”
households,improving more the position of higher income households.
Alternatively, the impact of the three policies on non-agriculturalh ouseholds is
mored istinct.The income effect of price support policies is moreconcentrated on
lower income classes (– 46.6%), while the other twop olicy options focus moreo n
higher income non-agriculturalh ouseholds.Therefore, this is another justification to










Class IC lass II Class III
Agricultural,income class I0.019 0.0741 .000 – 0.001–  0.002
Agricultural,income class II 0.0610.2390.0010.998 – 0.003
Agricultural,income class III 0.099 0.3820 .000 – 0.0050.994
Others,income class I– 0.084 – 0.225–  0.256– 0.229–  0.225
Others,income class II – 0.077 – 0.219 – 0.348 – 0.327 – 0.324
Others,income class III – 0.018 – 0.251 – 0.397– 0.435–  0.440
Total0.1790.695 1.0010.998 0.994
Source: own results









Class IC lass II Class III
Agricultural,income class I10.610.699.8 – 0.1 – 0.2
Agricultural,income class II 34.1 34.4 0.1 100.0– 0.3
Agricultural,income class III 55.4 55.00 .0– 0.5 100.0
Others,income class I–4 6.6– 32.3– 25.5 – 23.0– 22.6
Others,income class II –4 3.0– 31.6– 34.8 – 32.8 – 32.6
Others,income class III –1 0.3– 36.1 – 39.7–4 3.6–4 4.3
Source :own resultsB.ROCCHI, D.ROMANO, G.STEFANI
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reform the CAP switching tod ecoupled policies:b esides the usuale fficiency-based
criticisms of price support schemes, therei s alsoa strong equity-based justification
for  abandoning t hesep olicies,a s  they  impact  negatively  the income position of
poorer  households,in agriculturalas  well as  non-agricultural s ectors, t hrough
multiplier effects.
Finally, wecomputed the elasticities of distributivee ffects, i.e. the importanceo f
the effect relative to the initialp osition of the relevant institutional sector 15.The
figures in table 8 show progressived istributivee ffects as wem ovef rom price supports
tom ored ecoupled policy interventions.This canbee xplained by taking intoaccount
the fact that the exogenous shocki s ‘closer’ to the household as the policy option
becomes  mored ecoupled: t he income effect  of price s upport  policies  reach t he
households after the transmission of impacts through the whole economic system,
while the income effect of direct income support schemes influenceh ouseholds more
directly.As expected,in the caseo fcompletely decoupled measures, the valueo f
elasticities is higher, the lower the income class of the targeted household.
Distributivee ffects of alternativep olicymixes
Thus far the analysis has focused only on single policies, i.e. price support schemes,
‘partially’decoupledagriculturalhouseholdincome supporting schemes (suchas theones
15 The genericelement ( E ij)o f the elasticity matrix is given by the ratio of the percentage
change in the income of the i -the ndogenous institution to the percentage change of the j -th
exogenous accounts:.









Class IC lass II Class III
Agricultural,income class I0.002 0.0090.119 0.000 0.000
Agricultural,income class II 0.0040.014 0.000 0.058 0.000
Agricultural,income class III 0.0050.018 0.000 0.000 0.048
Others,income class I– 0.027 – 0.072 – 0.082– 0.074–  0.072
Others,income class II – 0.018 – 0.050– 0.079–  0.075–  0.074
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under  the CAP before t he Mid-TermReview),a nd ‘fully’d ecoupled agricultural
household income supporting schemes (transfers toagriculturalh ouseholds). In reality,
agriculturalp olicies  areamix  of different  measures  as  in t he caseo fCAP, w here
interventions characterisedby adifferent degreeofdecouplingare stilloperatinginmany
common market organisations.It is thereforei nteresting toanalyse the distributive
impacts  of different  policy  mixes.Operationally, t his  means  pre-multiplying t he
multiplier matrix, M ,or the redistribution matrix, R * ,b y a vector whosee lements areall
zeros except the ones that refer to the accounts whicharei mpacted by the measures that
enter into the policy mix:in this case, the non-zeroe lements are weights that reflect the
relativei mportanceo fe achm easurei n the policy mix.
Tobuild these vectors representing the alternativep olicy options, the ‘Producer
Support Equivalent’( PSE)e stimates were used. In the appendix some details about
data used and hypotheses assumed to represent policy mixes areg iven.
Twod ifferent estimates of the shares of different measures in the total support to
Italianagriculture werecalculated with reference to years 1990 and 1998,a s years
whichare representativeo f the situations beforeand after the McSharry reform. In
the early 1990s,88% of total support was characterised by price support schemes
and only 12%by partially decoupled measures; after the McSharry reform the former
dropped t o 7 4%, w hile t he latter  accounted for  one quarter  of t otal s upport 16 .
Table 9 shows the income support impacts of the proposed policy mixes in the two
reference years in terms of multipliers as well as re-distribution 17 .The multiplier
effect  is  largely  unaffected by  the change t owards  amored ecoupled policy  mix,
while it  translates  intoa s ignificantly  higher  re-distribution t oagricultural
households,from 0.241 e  to 0.313 e .Moreover, the change implies aless regressive
distributivei mpact on non-agriculturalh ouseholds: the relativel oss of low-income
non-agriculturalh ouseholds decreases from –4 1.69% to–  38.38%.
Analternativeanalysis,b ased on the notion of ‘distributiven eutrality’o fagiven
policy mix,c ould contribute toab etter understanding of distributivei mplications of
alternativep olicy  mixes.For  example,c onsider  apolicy  mix  based only  on fully
decoupled direct  payments  toh ouseholds  (bothagriculturaland non-agricultural)
with the same redistributivei mpacts on households incomes as the actualo ne. This
means that weh ave tof ind a vector p  representing the ‘substituting’ direct payments
toh ouseholds suchas
,(10)
16 However,given the output composition of the Italianagriculture, the change in relative
weights was less important thanat EU level, whereo naverage the McSharry reformd etermined
ani ncreaseo fp artially decoupled support sharef rom 8.5% up to 33%o f total support.
17 Recalling that the simulation consists in pre-multiplying twoalternativep olicy mixes to
the same multiplier matrix, the outcome of the exercisecannot by no means bei nterpreted as a
comparison between twoactuali mpacts in twod ifferent years.Figures referred as 1990 in table 9
represent the redistributivei mpact that the pre-McSharry policy mix would haveh adi fadopted
with the structureo f the economy in 1998.
r a pR h
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where r a is the redistributivei mpact vector of the actualp olicy mix and is the
(6 × 6)i ncome r edistribution matrix  (absolute v alues)f or  exogenous  injections  to
different  households  groups.The policy  mix  represented by p canbed efined as
neutral from adistributivep oint of view, i.e. shifting supporting measures from the
actualm ix to p would haven od istributivei mpacts.
Table 10 shows four different scenarios built according to sucha‘distributive
neutrality’criterion. They are vectors of exogenous injections toh ouseholds’i ncome
accounts with the same overall distributivei mpacts of the originalp olicies as row
headings.As  is singular by construction 18, the four vectors weree stimated via
numericoptimisation. Thesee stimates aren ot unique solutions,b ut this does not
represent alimitation as,for the purposeo fo ur analysis,it is sufficient tod etermine
at least one ‘substituting’ solution for eachp olicy mix 19.
The figures in table 10 areconsistent with the analysis carried out in the previous
section. For example,price supporting schemes areclearly distorted in favour of non-
Table 9. Households’i ncome multiplier and re-distributivee ffects of the CAP for different 









( e )( %) ( e )( %)
Agricultural,income class I0.028 0 .026  10.59 0 .036  0.033  10.61
Agricultural,income class II 0.086  0.082  34.19 0 .111 0 .107  34.25
Agricultural,income class III 0.143  0.133  55.23  0.183  0.173  55.14
Others,income class I0.128–  0.100  –4 1.69 0 .123  – 0.120  – 38.38
Others,income class II 0.253  – 0.094 – 39.06  0.255 – 0.114 – 36.42 
Others,income class III 0.488 – 0.046  –1 9.25 0 .490  – 0.079–  25.20 
Total1 .126  0.241 1.198 0 .313 
Source :own results
18 Indeed,from equation (9),b eing a v ector  of income s hares,b y  definition
.As  ac onsequencei s  a s quarem atrix  with u nit  eigenvalueand
eigenvector i .This implies that the matrix intobraces of equation (9) is singular.
19 Withi nfinite solutions, the problem represented in equation (10)h as some interesting
analyticalf eatures:in fact, sincei s a( n × n )m atrix with rank equal to( n –1 ), the set of
solutions for (10)i s anaffine spaceo fd imension 1. This means that all solutions areo na straight
line in t he n–dimensional s pace,i.e. given t wo s olutions,a ll other  solutions  arel inear
combinations  of t he first  two s olutions.This  implies,in our  case, t hat  the r atio between
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agriculturalh ouseholds  (more t han5 0%o f‘ substituting’ direct  payments  to
households accrue ton on agriculturalo nes)and higher-incomeclasses.In terms of
income support,partially decoupled measures arem uchm oree ffective thanp rice
support schemes, while the substituting vectors that refer top re- and post McSharry
reforml ie in between.
Finally, t able 11 compares  the t otalm ultiplier  effects  of t he four  supporting
policy  mixes  with t hoseo f t he s ubstituting mixes  withn eutrald istributive
impacts 20 in order toassess what canbecalled a‘multiplier efficiency’. A simple
index of this efficiency is the ratio between the household income increased ue to
multiplicativee ffects and the valueo f the required exogenous injections,a s showni n
the last row of table 11. Price support schemes show the lowest efficiency witho nly
6%o fi ncome increased ue tom ultiplier effects: this means that if used through
different supporting schemes with the same distributivei mpacts, the same amount
of r esources  will r esult  in muchh igher  total impact  on household incomes.
Conversely,partially decoupled measures show amultiplier efficiency with the same
order  of magnitude of t he r elevant  substituting s upporting v ector.Finally, t he
columns referring to the policy mixes in early and late1 990s consistently show that
the mored ecoupled apolicy is, the higher its multiplier efficiency.However, the
multiplier  efficiency  of pre- and post-McSharry  CAP arel ower  than t he ones
accruing from policies based only on direct payments toh ouseholds.
Discussion
The main results of the analysis canbe summarized as follows:‘Fully’d ecoupled
income supporting schemes (direct transfers toagriculturalh ouseholds)are the most
equitable interventions ( i.e. non regressive) and determine aperfect targeting of the
Table 10. Fully decoupled support policy mix withn eutrald istributivee ffects ( e )
Substituted support 
measures
Equivalent direct income payments toh ouseholds
AgriculturalOthers
Total
Class IC lass II Class III Class IC lass II Class III
Agriculturalp rices0 .019 0 .062  0.101 0 .001 0 .044 0 .141 0 .369
Agricultural self-empl.
incomes0 .075 0 .241 0 .388 0 .013  0.119 0 .196  1.032
CAP mix 19900 .026  0.083  0.135 0 .000  0.050  0.143  0.438
CAP mix 1998 0.034 0 .108 0 .176  0.004 0 .064 0 .156  0.542
Source :own results
20 It must bee mphasised that the four policy mixes imply different levels of totale xogenous
injections  across  the different  income classes, s ince t hey  aren eutral only  w ith r eference t o
distributivei mpacts.B.ROCCHI, D.ROMANO, G.STEFANI
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distributivee ffect on the relevant institutional sectors.‘ Partially’d ecoupled income
supporting interventions, suchas the ones implemented under the CAP before the
Mid-TermReview,a rem oree ffective t hano thers  in indirectly  ( i.e., t hrough
multiplier  effects)g enerating positivei mpacts  on t he income of agricultural
households: this is likely tobe sobecause the subsidies to specificfactors (suchas
land and livestock) increase the income of non-agriculturalh ouseholds (part-time and
pluri-activity farming income) and eventually their consumption. Agriculturalp rice
support  interventions  show  less  desirable effects  in t erms  of t heir  distributive
impacts.They arel ess effectiveas apolicy to support the income of agricultural
households and their distributivei mpacts arebiased against poorer households both
in agriculturaland non-agricultural sectors.Eachp olicy shows adifferent ‘multiplier
efficiency’, that is if the same amount of resources would be used through adifferent
supporting scheme (‘neutral’ from adistributivep oint of view), they will result in a
different total impact on households’i ncomes.Among the support schemes actually
implemented the CAP, only partially decoupled policies show amultiplier efficiency
comparable to the one of fully decoupled policies; conversely,price support schemes
have the lowest efficiency.
The driving forces of the re-distributivep rocess emerging from the model canbe
traced back t o t wo s tructuralf eatures  of agriculture w ithin t he Italiane conomy,
namely:
a)The distribution of agriculturali ncome (table 2), that is most income from
farming is directed towards richer households and a relevant shareo fagricultural
Table 11. Impact on households’i ncomes of alternative support measures,originaland fully-
decoupled substitutivem ix comparison
Support measures
Agriculturalp rices Agric. self-empl.
incomes CAP mix 1990CAP mix 1998
OriginalSubstitut.OriginalSubstitut.OriginalSubstitut.OriginalSubstitut.
Agricultural,income class I0.021 0 .020  0.077  0.077  0.028 0 .027  0.036  0.035
Agricultural,income class II 0.065 0 .063  0.244 0 .245 0 .086  0.085 0 .111 0 .110 
Agricultural,income class III 0.108 0 .104 0 .395 0 .396  0.143  0.139 0 .183  0.180 
Others,income class I0.132  0.035 0 .096  0.107  0.128 0 .040  0.123  0.054
Others,income class II 0.251 0 .103  0.268 0 .284 0 .253  0.120  0.255 0 .150 
Others,income class III 0.487  0.259 0 .500  0.524 0 .488 0 .283  0.490  0.328
Total1 .064 0 .585 1.581 1.632  1.126  0.694 1.198 0 .857 
Totale xogenous injections1.000  0.3691 .000  1.032  1.000  0.4381 .000  0.542 
Multiplicativee fficiency6 .4% 58.5% 58.1% 58.1% 12.6%5 8.4% 19.8% 58.3%
Source :own results105
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production activities  is  managed as  a s econdary  sourceo fi ncome by  households
whoseo verall income is often high;
b)The patterno fconsumptions, whichi s differentiated between agriculturaland
non-agriculturalh ouseholds, with the latter showing alower propensity toconsume
food and agriculturalcommodities under the same level of income.
These t wof eatures  jointly  contribute t od etermine multipliers  of Italian
agricultureand,c onsequently, t o s hape its  re-distributivep attern. Inf act,a s  a
remarkable shareo f the sector’s income is directed towards households withalower
propensity toconsume agricultureo r food industry goods,positive shocks on final
demand,on agriculturalp rices  and on t he income of agriculturalf actors  tend t o
increase t he “l eakage of benefit  from farming t o t he w ider  economy ”( Roberts,1995,
p. 509). For instance,c onsider the effect of partially decoupled measures of support.
They canbe represented as ane xogenous positivef low directly increasing the income
of agricultural self-employed labour.The new demand induced by this shocki s for a
great extent directed towards sectors other thanagriculture; this in turnl eads toa
second r ound of increases  in incomes  skewed t owards  non-agricultural/richer
households; and soo n. As ac onsequence the finald istribution of the totali ncreaseo f
income generated in t he economic s ystem by  the multiplicativep rocess  tends  to
make t he r elativep osition of agricultural/poorer  household w orse. This  example
highlights a second advantage of classifying households bothat alevel and source of
income. This approachn ot only leads toa representation of beneficiaries of income
support  more s uitable for  the analysis  of sectoral policies,b ut  also t he
disaggregation of consumption patterns between agriculturaland non-agricultural
households, together withclassification by income class,enhances the ability of the
model to represent the multiplicativep rocess generated by the circular flow in the
economy.
However, the proposed model has twom ajor limitations.First of all,its linearity.
The derivation of t he matrix  of multipliers  at  the basis  of t he proposed analysis
extends  toall t he endogenous  accounts  the assumption of fixed coefficients  of
expenditure t hat  characterise t he s tandardi nput-output  model. The implied
assumption of u nity  income elasticity  of consumption appears  tobeq uestionable
(Adelmanand Robinson,1986). As  discussed above, t he disaggregation of t he
average propensity toconsume between agriculturaland non-agriculturalh ouseholds
probably reduces the shortcomings of this assumption. Nevertheless,amoreaccurate
description of t he impacts  could beachieved s ubstituting marginalf or  average
propensity toconsume,following the ‘fixed price’ approachp roposed by Pyatt and
Round (1979). As the income elasticity of demand for food and agriculturalp roducts
decreases  withi ncome, t he u seo faverage propensity  probably  leads  toan
overestimateo f the redistributivee ffects.This is especially truei n the caseo f totally
decoupled measures,a s  the correct  representation of t he first  round of impacts
directly depends on the consumption behaviour underlying the model coefficients.
However  the direction of r e-distributivee ffects, w hich r epresent  the main
information that canbeo btained from the model toassess the equity content of
alternativep olicies, r emains  unaffected by  the u seSAM multipliers.Only  the
relaxation of other  major  restrictions  implied by  the ‘fixed price’ v ersion of t heB.ROCCHI, D.ROMANO, G.STEFANI
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model, that is price stability and constant returns to scale, would really change the
natureo f t he r esults.However, t his  would only  bep ossible w ithin adifferent
framework, e.g. ac omputable generale quilibriumanalysis.
A second major limitation depends on the level of aggregation of production
activities.In t he model,a griculturei s  represented by  only  one industry.This
limitation suggests aparticular caution in the interpretation of results referring to
price s upport  measures, w hichare s imply  represented as  ane xogenous  positive
shocko n the aggregated agricultural sector:it is indeed the bias in the first round
of impacts that affects the final results.All the more sobecause the assumptions
on t echnology,implicit  in any  input-output  model (although extended t o
distributivef lows in this case),do not take intoaccount any supply constraints.
The combination of linearity  and aggregation in modelling agricultural
production activities could probably lead toano verestimateo fi mpacts (Midmore,
1996). Moreover, the level of aggregation of agricultured oesn’t allow for amore
complete r epresentation of alternativem ixes  of s upport  measures,perfectly
legitimate within the frameworko fm id-term review at nationall evel. It is true
that,a s  the purposeo f t he s tudy  was  the analysis  of distributivee ffects  in
agricultureand sinceItalianagriculturei s dominated by family farms, this limit
does  not  seem t oo constraining in t his  specificc ase. All t he s ame,further
disaggregation of theseaccounts would havep rovided amore realisticpictureand
amored etailed analysis  ( e.g. s ub-sectoralp olicy  simulations  like cereals,milk,
etc.) could havebeen carried out.
Twom inor  points  toconclude t his  discussion of r esults.First,further
improvement of the analysis could becarried out from the point of view of policy
simulations:for example taking intoaccount the increasei nadministrativeand other
implementation costs implied by mored ecoupled or direct payment schemes.Ino ur
analysis, the exogenous inflows representing support measures affected only accounts
referring toagriculture,in the different phases of the process of income formation
and distribution (sector,factor  of production,institutions). Even if t his  approach
allows  for  amore t ransparent  comparison of t he ‘pure’ r e-distributivee ffect  of
different tools for supporting agriculturali ncome,a t the same time the resulting
impacts canh ardly beconsidered as ane stimateo factualo nes.The latter was not the
objectiveo fo ur  analysis;  nevertheless, t he u seo f r elevant  information on t he
implementation costs of alternativem easures could alsoaffect the changes in the
relative position of institutions.
Finally another way toi mprove the model could beafurther improvement in
the disaggregation of factor earnings.Ino ur model,in order toachievea suitable
representation of distributivep rocess  linked t oagriculture,b othf actor  of
production (agricultural s elf-employment  labour)and institutions  (agricultural
households)h avebeen disaggregated. However,afurther  disaggregation in t he
representation of factor earnings could probably improve the quality of results and
the ability of the model toaccurately depict the effect of different policy mixes.A
naturalcandidatef or this improvement is the identification of the rental valueo f
land.107
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Conclusions
This  paper  analyses  the distributivee ffects  of alternativeagriculturalp olicy
interventions using aS AM model of the Italiane conomy properly adapted toanalyse
the agriculturalsector.From the methodologicalp oint of view what is novel in this
study  is  the disaggregationo faccounts  for  institutions.Inf act, t he distinction
between agriculturaland non-agriculturalh ouseholds has usually been done building
ab i-regionalSAM model based on the location of institutions, i.e. rural vs urban
(Roberts,1998 and 2 000). However, t his  does  not  fit  the Italiand evelopment
pattern, w hichi s  not  characterised by  spatial s egregation of economica ctivities.
Instead the disaggregation was carried out with reference to the ‘main’ income source
approach( Eurostat,1996), i.e. only the households for whichf arming is the main
sourceo fi ncome wereconsidered as ‘agricultural’. Moreover, the factor accounts were
disaggregated tod istinguishi ncomes accruing to self-employed agriculturall abour
from other self-employed incomes.Therefore, the SAM explicitly keeps records of
income flows from agriculture toagricultural and non-agriculturalh ouseholds.This
featurei s particularly important in the context of countries like Italy, wherem ost
agriculturalactivities arecharacterised by pluri-activity and/or part-time farming.
Two types of analyses werecarried out:(i) amultiplier analysis, toh ighlight the
‘distributive structure’ of Italianagriculture; and (ii) a simulation of the distributive
impacts  of alternativeagriculturalp olicies.The r esults  of t he analysis  seem t o
provide another justification to reform the CAP by moving towards mored ecoupled
policies as agreed by the EU Council on the Mid-TermReview meeting in June
2003:b esides the usuale fficiency-based criticisms top rice support schemes, therei s
alsoa s trong equity-based justification tom oveaway  from t hesep olicies, s ince
through multiplier  effects  they  impact  negatively  the income position of poorer
households,in agriculturalas well as non-agricultural sectors.
The main limitations of these results, whichd erivef rom the natureo f the model,
havebeen discussed. The SAM used in the analysis has some of the limits of the
originalm odel from whichi t has been derived. For example, the model does not
allow the agriculturalp roduction account tobei nvestigated in further detail. Besides
the bias  of aggregation deriving from t he s umming u pi na s ingle s ector  of
technically  different  production activities, t his  feature s everely  constrains  the
representationo falternativep olicy  mixes.Amore r ealisticdescription of
consumption behaviour  would alsoh avep roved u seful. Our  SAM model is
characterised by  average consumption propensities, w herem arginaland average
expendituree quate: this shortcoming could beaddressed by substituting marginal
for average propensities.
Acknowledging thesel imits does not mean,however, that the results wep resent
herearen ot significant in (i) proving the usefulness of SAM as aflexible framework
for  agriculturalp olicy  analysis,a nd (ii) describing t he r elativee ffectiveness of
alternative sector policies in terms of their income distribution impacts.B.ROCCHI, D.ROMANO, G.STEFANI
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APPENDIX
The model used in this study was built by modifying ane xperimentalSAM of
the Italiane conomy estimated with reference to year 1998 (Caramaschi, 2004). The
original table was characterised by a very detailed breakdowno faccounts (110 × 110)
including ane xplicit  representation of household accounts  by  equivalent  income
deciles,different tax accounts and severalconsumption accounts for both resident and
non-resident  consumers.Equivalent  income is  a per  capita income t hat  has  been
modified t oaccount  for  the different  weight  of eachh ousehold component  in
consumption:in estimating per capita income,eachh ousehold member is weighted
according toi ts position in the income formation of the family (1 being the weight
of the heado f the family, 0.7 that of other adult members and 0.5 the weight for
children). The weights areconsistent witha standard set of coefficients adopted by
most EU member states in household income statistics (Eurostat,1996). The main
limitation of the originalm odel was the representation of agricultureby only one
consolidated account within the inter-industry part of the SAM.However,income
from s elf-employment  in agriculture w as  estimated as  adistinct  account  among
factor earnings.
The originalSAM was modified too btain a suitable model for agriculturep olicy
simulation as  follows.Firstly, t he original t able has  been aggregated in order  to
obtain a40 × 40 SAM including: 28i ndustries,4f actors of production (employed
labour, s elf-employed agriculturall abour, s elf-employed non-agriculturall abour,
capital), 6 institutional s ectors  (low,mediumand high income households,non-
financialcorporations,financialcorporations  and Government),1capitalaccount,
and 1 residualaccount (the rest of the world).
Subsequently,eacho f t he t hree household accounts  has  been s ubdivided
according t o t he main s ourceo fi ncome t hat  is  agricultural vs non-agricultural
(yielding a totalo f six household accounts). Disaggregated accounts for households
weree stimated following adownwardapproach, using microeconomicinformation
tobreakdown t he aggregates  of eachi ncome class.Consumption s hares  for
agriculturaland non-agriculturalh ouseholds for eachi ncome level wered erived from
the nationalh ousehold budget survey (ISTAT, 2000); income shares wered erived
from the Bank of Italy households’budget survey (Banca d’Italia, 2000). Using these
shares,incomes and consumptions accruing tog roups of households withd ifferent
levels of income havebeen split between agriculturaland non-agriculturalo nes.The
equilibriumo f the accounts for the resulting 6 groups of households (agricultural
and non-agriculturall ow,mediumand high income) has been obtained by adjusting
figures referring to savings, the totalo f which remains unchanged.
Tobuild vectors of impacts representing different policy mixes applied under the
CAP, estimates of producer support havebeen used (OECD, 2003). OECD publishes
PSE broken downaccording t od ifferent  agricultural s upporting interventions.
Therefore, the first step of the analysis was the re-classification of the whole array of
supporting measures  into t he t hree t ypologies  considered in t his  study.Ino ur
analysis,price s upport  measures  include t he following items  of t he OECD
classification of support:market price supports,output-based payments,input-basedB.ROCCHI, D.ROMANO, G.STEFANI
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payments (except the ones for fixed inputs); partially decoupled measures include:
payments based on cultivated area/number of animals,payments based on the useo f
fixed inputs,payments based on input constraints; fully decoupled measures include:
payment based on historicentitlements,payments based on overall farming income,
nationaland sub-nationalp ayments.
Moreover,a s PSE estimates arecomputed for the EU as a whole, the relative
weight  of different  support  measures  reflects  the composition of EU agricultural
output.As ac onsequence they wereadjusted to reflect the current structureo f the
Italianagricultural system:first,for eachagriculturalp roduct (cereals,milk,meat
etc.) the EU average compositions of PSEs in termo fd ifferent support measures were
calculated;  then PSE composition for  Italianagriculture w eree stimated as  the
average of EU sectoralPSE compositions weighted for the relativei mportanceo fe ach
product in Italianagriculturalo utput.
Finally,O ECD datadoes not include PSE estimates for some important Italian
agriculturalp roducts,like oliveo il, wine,fresh vegetables and fruits.Thesep roducts
represent  anon-trivialp art  of Italianagriculture,a ccounting for  40%o f t otal
agriculturalo utput in 2001. This informativeg ap was filled using PSE estimates
directly computed for Italy by Nucifora et al .( 1997)f or years 1989 through 1994.